POLYMER POOLS
100% Corrosion Free

Featuring ULTRA® Liner Technology

performancepoolproducts.com
Imagine a pool in your yard, and water, family and fun are just a few steps away.

When you invest in a Performance Pool, every day can be a vacation day.

Imagine for yourself…

One yard.
One pool.
So many reasons.
A relaxing hideaway.
A family gathering place.
An invigorating workout.
A party playground.

In some pictures, the safety rope and floats have been removed from the pool for photographic purposes. The safety rope should be permanently attached at all times. We also urge you to use handrails and grabrails in accordance with the ANSI/NSPI standards.
Almost unlimited choices…

Today’s world includes almost unlimited choices. It’s the same with your Performance Pool, which offers a wide selection of options that allow you to customize your pool.

Select from more than a dozen pool shapes, including traditional Rectangles and Ovals as well as the most elegant Lagoon and Capistrano silhouettes.

Then choose your pool liner, the size, and the number of pool steps.

As you design your Performance Pool, you’ll be creating the pool that fits your lifestyle and harmonizes with your natural environment.
Benefits of a Performance Polymer Pool

You Deserve the Best

Performance Polymer Wall Pools™ feature:
- 100% Corrosion Free, Sturdy Bracing System with Drive Stake Assembly
- Walls that Will Not Rust, Rot, Dent, or Corrode
- Lifetime Limited Transferable Warranty
- Chlorine Generator (Salt System) Friendly
- Engineered for Superior Strength and Endurance
- Rigid Polymer Panels
  - Minimize Thermal Expansion
  - Reduce Bending and Deflection
  - Are Easier to Build and Maintain True Walls

Latham Pool Products has many years of experience manufacturing pools. Performance Pools have been designed, engineered, manufactured, and field-tested for strength, durability, and reliability.

We stand behind our pools, that’s why we offer a lifetime limited transferable warranty.

The quality you crave.

FEATURING OUR
100% CORROSION FREE
RIGID POLYMER PANELS!

We’re Behind You All the Way

Getting building permits is easier with Performance Pools.

Recommended when using salt water systems.

Spill-Over Tanning Ledges

If you like being on the cutting edge of things, how about adding our newest addition, the fiberglass spill-over tanning ledge, to enjoy in your vinyl pool!

Built fiberglass strong, these tanning ledges come in several styles to accommodate the most discriminating vinyl pool owner.

Recommended when using salt water systems.
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We are the only packaged pool manufacturer to receive ICC-ES Certification of its products.

What is ICC-ES? International Code Council Evaluation Service (ICC-ES) ensures that building products meet code requirements. Building inspectors and engineers look to the ICC-ES evaluation reports for evidence that the products and systems are code-compliant — and can receive a standardized branded pool blueprint coded with ICC-ES report number, stamped and signed by a licensed engineer. Inspectors’ #1 choice for approving building codes are ICC-ES certified products.

*Final permit approval is up to the discretion of each individual municipality's code official.
Performance Pool Products

Lots of Options for Steps

Thermoplastic Steps
Our thermoplastic steps are sturdy and durable. Co-extruded and vacuum-formed from a single sheet of ABS supported by material from BASF®. Our thermoplastic steps are 100% non-corrosive and will stand up to the elements.

Acrylic/Fiberglass Steps
Acrylic/fiberglass steps have set the standard for inground pool step systems. Inherently rigid and strong, acrylic and fiberglass steps are vacuum-formed from a single piece of acrylic and then backed with multiple layers of fiberglass for unsurpassed structural support; the strength is built into the step itself. This acrylic structure is easy to clean and impervious to the elements.

Color Coordinated Beauty
Performance Pools offer a large assortment of steps designed to create your perfect poolscape. A wide selection of steps, lounges, benches, and specialty steps are available in white, blue granite, and grey granite. Create a unified backyard retreat by color coordinating your entryway with your liner. Even the poolside spa is available to match.

Vinyl Over Steps System
Vinyl Over Steps
Our Vinyl Over Steps are more than just a swimming pool step, you can choose to combine them with a bench for a customized poolscape. Your liner covers the entire interior pool surface for uninterrupted beauty of your liner pattern. It’s your place to sit, relax, and cool off on a hot summer day.

From Simple to Sophisticated
Look how easy it is to add PIZAZZ to any existing pool. Our Vinyl Over Steps system can be used in any type of vinyl lined pool.

Consider our Vinyl Over Steps system for a beautiful uninterrupted liner pattern across your pool, and to build steps customized to your design specifications. Ask your dealer for details.

*“Luran®S by INEOS Styrolution*
Beautiful Vinyl Patterns

Inground Vinyl Liners

Unlike other surfaces, Performance vinyl liners are easy to clean, soft to the touch, and look terrific! Made from the best vinyl material available, Performance liners are treated for resistance to algae and bacteria and UV resistant for a longer life.

Performance liners are designed and manufactured using the most advanced technology in the industry. Our skilled and knowledgeable designers and machine operators take pride in every liner they make. As a result, you get the highest quality, best fitting liner money can buy.

It is often said that a vinyl liner is the crowning jewel on a swimming pool. We are proud to offer you an array of trend-setting liner patterns allowing you to customize your poolscape to match your style and taste. Visit performancepoolproducts.com to view our complete pattern selection.

- North America’s Largest Inground Liner Manufacturer
- More Patterns to Choose
- Exclusive Patterns
- Top Quality Vinyl
- Computer Driven State-of-the-Art Technology
- Over 60 Years of Experience
- Backed by one of the Best Warranties in the Industry
- Perfect for Replacement Liners
- Feature Ultra-Seam® Invisable Seam Technology

Standard on every Performance Liner.

The strongest seams you’ll never see! Over 500,000 installs!

Standard pool liners present visible lines on the pool floor at the seams which ultimately detract from the beauty of the pool. Our innovative Ultra-Seam® technology elevates our liners to an entirely new category.

This exclusive process makes floor seams stronger and virtually invisible, so there’s nothing that gets in the way of the picture perfect beauty of your pool!

Now standard on every Performance Liner.

For more information, ask your dealer about Ultra-Seam!
Automatic Safety Covers
for safety, savings, and convenience…

Latham Safety Covers
We have designed the Latham Safety Cover to protect both you and your family. Our pool covers are manufactured to your specific pool size and shape. A properly installed Latham Safety Cover will help prevent accidental intrusion by children and pets. Latham Safety Covers are made with your choice of solid or mesh material. Bio-Shade technology is incorporated in our mesh material to inhibit the growth of algae in your pool.

9000MX™ Max Shade Mesh
25 Year Warranty* The 9000MX is engineered for a new level of protection. Built with reinforced mesh, box stitched thread at critical webbing joints and equipped with heavy-duty suspension, this cover is designed to exceed expectations and is appropriate for demanding applications.

7000MS™ High Shade Mesh
20 Year Warranty* A light-weight, ultra-fine weave mesh blocks 99% of sunlight and filters fine dirt particles down to 40 microns. Rain and melting snow simple drain through the mesh. Excellent all-climate performance in a low maintenance, easy care cover.

5000M™ Standard Shade Mesh
15 Year Warranty This durable micro weave fabric has the highest abrasion resistance and tear strength in its class. It filters debris and dirt while allowing water to freely drain through the mesh. A good choice for a combination of protection and value.

1000V™ Heavy Duty Solid Vinyl
15 Year Warranty Our solid polyester vinyl cover is a complete barrier to sunlight, dirt, debris, and water. Heavy-duty construction provides protection from the elements and prevents algae growth, which helps for faster spring pool openings.

500P™ Lite Duty Solid Vinyl
12 Year Warranty Our lite weight 7 oz. solid polyester vinyl cover will provide a 100% barrier from the sun. The light weight material is easy to handle, and is UV and mildew resistant. Available in blue and green.

Custom designed to fit your pool
A Coverstar or Pool Cover Specialists automatic safety cover is custom designed to fit your pool. Multiple track options and eleven different fabric colors allow you to choose the system that best fits your pool and backyard.

Save on heat, water, electricity, and chemicals.
A Coverstar or Pool Cover Specialists automatic safety cover reduces evaporation by up to 90% which can save you up to 70% on heating costs and up to 50% on chemical costs.

Less time cleaning…more time enjoying!
A Coverstar or Pool Cover Specialists automatic safety cover keeps dirt and debris out of your pool. You’ll spend less time cleaning your pool and adding chemicals and more time enjoying it!
IMPORTANT: A number of very important items that are essential for the safe use of your pool may not be visible in many of the photographs, either because of perspective or camera angle, or because they were removed for photographic purposes. These items include, but are not limited to:

1. Safety ropes, which should remain in place at all times;
2. "No Diving" signs are provided by the manufacturer and should be installed in accordance with instructions included on the coping or liner, where they are clearly visible;
3. An area sign is provided by the manufacturer and must be permanently and conspicuously affixed in the pool area where all users can see it;
4. Necessary means of exit and entry into the pool;
5. Fencing with a self-latching gate, and other barriers that can assist in preventing unsupervised access to the pool by children;
6. Approved drain covers and other devices to protect against suction entrapment;
7. Minimum required inlets and returns to ensure proper water circulation;
8. Appropriate inpool lighting if the pool will be used after dark.

All of these devices should be installed in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions, ANSI/NSPI or ANSI/ASPS or ANSI/ASPS/ICC standards, as well as state and local statutes and codes.

Diving boards and slides require minimum depths and distances and must only be installed and used in strict compliance with the equipment manufacturer's specifications and ANSI/NSPI or ANSI/ASPS or ANSI/ASPS/ICC standards. If the pool is labeled by us as NON-DIVING, then diving equipment may not be installed and any such equipment must be removed before the pool is used. Smart pool owners always think safety first. They take specific steps to ensure that their family, friends and guests are knowledgeable about the safe and sensible use of their pool. They also:

- ensure that their pool is never used unless there is adequate supervision;
- ensure that their pool is kept in good repair and is not used when there is a missing or broken drain cover or other component;
- ensure that ALL CHILDREN using their pool are supervised constantly;
- that anyone under the influence of alcohol, drugs or stimulants that would impair their abilities or judgment does not use the pool;
- ensure that their pool is protected by appropriate barriers to unsupervised entry including fencing with self-latching gates, covers, alarms, etc.

To assist you, a number of very important items of safety literature are included with each pool liner and also available upon request. We must insist that you read each item carefully and follow the instructions. These are:

- Pool Owners Safety Handbook
- APSP "Sensible Way" Book
- Vinyl Immersion Pool Liner–Warranty
- "Children Aren’t Waterproof" Book
- "No Diving" Labels
- Area Sign

Make sure your builder supplies you with all of the safety information that accompanies your pool and installs the enclosed warning stickers and area sign where they can be clearly visible to all who use the pool.

NOTICE: The manufacturer stands behind every product they produce pursuant to those representations which are stated in the written warranties. Your dealer/builder/ contractor is an independent business person and not an agent or employee of the manufacturer. The manufacturer cannot and does not accept any responsibility for any representations, statements or contracts made by any dealer/builder/contractor.

Performance Pool Products™ is a trademark of Latham Pool Products, Inc.

The specifications in this brochure were believed to be true at the time of printing. However, specifications, standard equipment and options are subject to change without notice.
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